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Welcome to the 47th Annual Pacific Southwest Emmy® Awards! We’re celebrating excellence in television and media across our chapter – San Diego, Las Vegas, Palm Springs, Bakersfield, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, and Santa Maria.

It’s been a challenging year and a half. While we’d hoped to have this year’s event in-person, our show is virtual again for the second year. We’re looking forward to seeing all of you in person next year.

Like an in-person event, this virtual awards gala requires a lot of planning and work. I’d like to thank our dedicated Emmy® Awards committee and our Board of Governors, as well as our production crew, the presenters, volunteers, and judges.

We had a robust number of entries this year – 960! The entries were judged by TV and media professionals from our peer NATAS chapters around the country. Each year, we work collaboratively to provide each other with qualified, experienced and professional peer judges, which helps ensure the quality and integrity of our awards.

We’re committed to supporting our members, and the TV and media community at large. This past year, we’ve leaned on and supported each other more than ever. That’s one of the many reasons I encourage TV and media professionals, as well as students, to become members of the NATAS-PSW chapter. In addition to the Emmy® Awards presentations, we have a Scholarship Program, as well as Workshops. We also host a Silver Circle and Gold Circle celebration, honoring TV and media professionals with 25 and 50 years in the industry, respectively, who also have given back significantly to the community and our chapter.

The Emmy® Award is considered the most prestigious award a television professional can receive. I congratulate all of tonight’s Emmy® Award nominees and recipients.

Please follow us on social media @natapsw and tag us #TheEmmysPSW.

Kristen Castillo
President, NATAS Pacific Southwest Chapter
The Purpose of the Annual Emmy® Awards
The Purpose of the Pacific Southwest Emmy® Awards is to recognize excellence in the television industry in the San Diego, Las Vegas, Palm Springs, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Santa Maria and Bakersfield television markets.

Emmy® Award statuettes are awarded for outstanding achievement in television programming, public service and promotional announcements, commercials and their associated crafts.

Rules of Emmy® Eligibility
To be eligible for an Emmy® Award, entries must have been distributed to the general public via broadcast, cablecast, or broadband. Broadcast entries must have been produced for the Chapter’s designated awards area and must have had their first transmission in that awards area during the eligibility period.

Entries may not have been entered in the Emmy® Awards of another chapter of the National Television Academy or in the National News & Documentary or National Sports Emmy® Awards.

Emmy® Judging Procedures
All entries were judged outside the Pacific Southwest region. This year we are indebted to panels of industry professionals in the New York, Mid-America, Mid-Atlantic, National Capital Chesapeake Bay, Suncoast, Ohio Valley, Boston/New England, Rocky Mountain Southwest, Heartland, Northwest, Chicago and Lone Star Chapters of the National Television Academy. The rules specify that the same group of peer judges views all entries in a particular category. Programming and spot announcement entries are evaluated on content, creativity and execution. Individual craft entries are evaluated on creativity and execution.

Each entry is judged solely on its own merits according to each judge’s personal standard of excellence. Entries are not in competition with the other entries in the category. The composite scores for each entry determine nominees and Emmy® Award recipients. There may be one, more than one or no award in a category. All nominees can take pride in knowing that a nomination for an Emmy® Award is in itself an honor.
Our many thanks to:

Tim Austgen, CPA

Tim tabulated this year's Emmy Award results and provided his professional tax services to the Chapter over the past year.

Tim provides tax preparation and consulting services to individuals and businesses from his La Jolla office.

Tim G. Austgen CPA
A Professional Corporation
888 Prospect Street, Suite 210
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 454-9801
Tim@TimAustgenCPA.com
www.timaustgencpa.com
Group 1

Team Coverage

- **Nevada Reopens!,** Kristin Bernal, Matt Kling, Jason Rzucidlo, Kazia Doros, John Huck, Jaclyn Schultz, Kyla Galer, Tiana Bohner, Feven Kay, Christopher Redfearn, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*

- **Protesters Clash With Police At La Mesa Headquarters,** Lori Brown, Art Sullano, Selena Alvarado, Dita Quinones, Dan Geduld, Thomas Zizzi, Lauren Coronado, Bridget Naso, Carlos Hernandez, Niala Charles, Brian Holt, Omari Fleming, *NBC 7 San Diego*

- **Avila Fire Team Coverage,** Megan Healy, Melissa Newman, Alexa Bertola, Labri Ferreira, Ashton McIntyre, *KSBY*

- **Epicentro de Coronavirus,** Melissa Adan, Lizzet López, Diana Díaz, Rigoberto Villalobos, *Telemundo 20*

News Special

- **Better Together: A News 8 Special,** Kurt Boyd, Barbara Richards, Carlo Cecchetto, Jesse Aceron, Teresa Sardina, Barbara-Lee Edwards, *CBS News 8*

- **Rumbo a las Elecciones,** Lizzet López, Diana Díaz, Rigoberto Villalobos, Daniela Guichenne, *Telemundo 20*

- **Especial de Regreso a Clases,** Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Juan David Rozo, Claudia De La Fuente, Jenniffer Guerra Sánchez, Manuel Rivera, José Edgardo Rivera, José Antonio Alvarez, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno, Antonio Texeira, *KBLR*
• **Not Your Typical Town Hall**, Latoya Silmon, Justin Monteith, Stephanie Wheatley, Wade Parsons, Jeff Gillan, Rasool Ramoz, KSNV

• **VERIFIED: A News 8 Special**, Barbara Richards, Kurt Boyd, Jesse Aceron, Rachel Eastridge, Shannon Handy, Carlo Cecchetto, CBS News 8

• **Breaking Down Barriers**, Ian Russell, Brian Loftus, Bianca Holman, Kirsten Joyce, Vanessa Murphy, Orko Manna, Roqui Theus, KLAS-TV

**Group 2**

**Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets**

• **Remembering Kobe Bryant**, Meredith Hall, Matt Kling, Vincent Sapienza, Robbie Hunt, Kevin Bolinger, Vania Beltran, Tiana Bohner, Christopher Redfearn, Paloma Villicana, Joseph Prieto, Judy Greene, FOX 5 Las Vegas

• **Downtown San Diego Protests**, Nicolette Harris, Alicia Summers, Brandon Lewis, Abbie Alford, Neda Iranpour, Kenny McGregor, Paco Ramos-Moreno, Marcella Lee, Carlo Cecchetto, CBS News 8

• **Lakers Legend Lost**, Tyler Becker, John Howard, Brandon Lewis, Tim Blodgett, Stella Inger, Alicia Summers, CBS News 8

• **La Mesa Protest Erupts Into Chaos**, Sofía Seikaly, Vincent Fanghella, Sarah Cowan, Adam Racusin, Mario Sevilla, Kimberly Miller, Kelsey Grey, Stewart Smith, William Giron, Brian McHugh, Cassie Carlisle, Vanessa Van Hyfte, David Santillan, KGT 10 News


**Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Smaller Markets**

• **Small Team, Big Heart: News Channel 3 In the Morning**, Angela Chen, Jeff Stahl, Patrick Iachetta, Clarissa Ayala, Thalia Bricker, Francis Ingrassia, Christopher Flicker, Madison Weil, KESQ

• **Stagecoach Fire: 17 News at Sunrise**, Alexander Fisher, KGET - TV 17
Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets

- **Five Bicyclists Killed in Crash**, Cecilia Heston, Meredith Hall, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*
- **Protests Around the U.S. Turn Violent**, Hannah Tonti, Gregory Fischer, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Norberto Arroyo, Chloe Beardsley, Dree De Clamecy, Wade Parsons, *KSNV*
- **CBS 8: Silverado Fire and SoCal Fire Danger**, Andrew Madarang, Carla Romero, David Jones, David Leyva, Candace Guereque, Darin Bennett, Stella Inger, Eric Kahnert, Evan Noorani, Neda Iranpour, Julio Vazquez, Michael Lamar, *CBS News 8*

Group 3

Arts/Entertainment-News

- **El Arte de Ser una Drag Queen**, Andy Quiñones, Paulo Alvarado, Adriel Henríquez, *KBLR*
- **Celebraciones de Divorcio**, Marialcy Carreno, Alejandro Condis, Johali Carmona, Andy Quiñones, Joel Romo, *KBLR*
- **Buck & Merle Get A Mural**, Jeff Platt, *KBAK Eyewitness News*
- **Roller Skating Culture**, Jennifer Milkowski, *CBS News 8*
- **Cinta negra de la canción**, Cristian Gómez, *Univision Palm Springs*

Arts/Entertainment - Short or Long Format

- **Private Islands - Bedarra Island**, Amber Wyatt, Andrew Reid, Karl Van Moorsel, Justin Heitman, *Edge And Elegance Entertainment*
- **Ryan Ahern Live in Las Vegas**, Jeremy Helal, Kevin Robinson, Ryan Ahern, Brian Siegel, *VegasPBS*
- **Vegas PBS Writers Contest Presented by Janice Allen**, Jeremy Helal, Jessica Russell, *VegasPBS*
• **A Weekend with Pablo Picasso**, Timothy Powell, Todd Salovey, Herbert Siguenza, *Powell Films*

• **Life In Balance**, Rachel Aston, *Las Vegas Review-Journal*

**Business/Consumer-News**

• **Construyendo un Futuro Pagando el Presente**, Claudia Carrera, *KBLR*

• **Pinching Pennies in a Pandemic**, Marcella Lee, *CBS News 8*

• **Limpieza de alto riesgo**, Oscar Campos, Julio Abarca, *Entravision Communications*

• **Cheques Sin Fondos**, Claudia Carrera, *KBLR*

• **Consumer Justice - While in my PJ’s**, Adam Racusin, *KGTV 10 News*

**Education/Schools-Short or Long Format**

• **Cox Presents: A Salute to Teachers**, Carla Jean Hockley, Michael Spaulding, *YurView*

**Environment-News**

• **Don’t Blame Bats**, Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero, *KSNV-TV*

• **Living a Zero-Waste Life**, Richard Allyn, *CBS News 8*

• **Cocaine of the Sea: How Cartels Pushed the World’s Smallest Whale to the Brink of Extinction**, Kimberly Hunt, Michael G. Mora, Mario Sevilla, *KGTV 10 News*

• **Con los Pelos de Punta**, Jennifer Guerra Sánchez, Imariel Moreno Arellano, Andy Quiñones, Adriel Henríquez, Suquel Blondet, *KBLR*

• **Parallels in Climate Change**, Scott Baird, Melissa Adan, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **Two cities, one misery.**, Claudia Estephania Báez, Alberto Gómez, *XEWT Televisa California*
Group 4

Editor - News - Single Shift (Within 24 hours)

• 3 years in 4 minutes, Rigoberto Villalobos, Telemundo 20
• I Love Me Some NATS, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
• Roller Skating Culture, Rachel Eastridge, CBS News 8

Editor - News - No Production Time Limit

• Creative Works of 2020, Leilani Roundtree, FOX 5 Las Vegas
• For Emilee, Ray Arzate, FOX 5 Las Vegas

Editor - Short Form Content

• Seals San Diego, Luigi Rizzo, Seals San Diego
• Out and About Silliness in SD, Rachel Eastridge, CBS News 8
• COVID Trump Resume, Ángel Castellanos, KBNT
• Padres 2020 Season Open Video, Nial Nelson-Hopkins, San Diego Padres

Editor - Long Form Content

• Global Passport: Thailand, Michael LaPointe, AWE TV
• STOLEN Jay Yoo Composite, Jay Yoo, NBC 7 San Diego

Editor - Spot Announcement

• CrimeSonics | San Luis Obispo | PSA [Editor], Dan Brown Jr, Daniel Brown, CrimeSonics
• For Grandpa, Ray Arzate, FOX 5 Las Vegas
• 2020 Inovidable - 2021 Cuenta con Nosotros, Paulina Castro, Telemundo 20
• **UCI Health – Journey**, Bill Marmor, *Redbear Films*

• **Elecciones Demócratas 2020**, Paulina Castro, *Telemundo 20*

• **Levanta tu Mano y Hazte Contar**, Antonio Ortoll, *Telemundo 20*

**Group 5**

**Border Issues-News**

• **Largas filas en la frontera**, Marsersenith González, *Telemundo 20*

• ‘**They Prey Upon the Addiction of Others,** Meth From Mexico To Vegas’, David Charns, *KLAS*

• **The Border: A tale of two cities and a toxic river**, Claudia Estephania Báez, Alberto Gómez, Grecia Contreras, Said Rodríguez, *XEWT Televisa California*

**Crime-News**

• **Donor Deceived**, Steve Price, Colleen Murphy, *CBS News 8*

• **Heros of 1October**, Denise Rosch, Scott Kost, *KSNV*

• **Hasta por debajo de las piedras**, Said Rodríguez, *XEWT Televisa California*

• **Vegas Vice: Catching the Johns**, Leilani Roundtree, Gabriel Stutzky, John Huck, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*

• **Cold Case Unit could be put on ice**, Darcy Spears, Kean Bauman, *KTNV-TV*

• **Anza, Tierra de Narcos**, Doris López, Luis Medina, Gustavo Ibarra, Mayra Pérez, *News-Press-Gazette*

• **Smoke, Panic and a Ball of Fire**, Michael Quine, *Las Vegas Review-Journal*
Group 6

Education/Schools – News

- *Aprendiendo en Línea*, Imariel Moreno Arellano, Pedro Negrón, Martha Saldana, *KBLR*

- “*Not All Superheroes Wear Capes - They’re Called Teachers.*”, Justin Michel, Krystal Allan, *KSNV*

- *Del salón de clases al patio de la casa*, Gilberto Dorrego, *Telemundo 20*

- *La Cárcel de los Sueños*, Andy Quiñones, Paulo Alvarado, *KBLR*

- *Covibook*, Antonio Texeira, Andy Quiñones, *KBLR*

Health/Medical-News

- *I Need that Connection*, Joe Little, *NBC 7 San Diego*

- *Music For The Soul*, John Langeler, *Klas-TV*

- *Senior Skater*, Eric Kahnert, *CBS News 8*


- *Kamila’s Story*, Kyle Kraska, *CBS News 8*

Health/Medical Short or Long Format

- *Dawn Till Dusk Covid-19 Testing*, Suzanne Bartole, Anita Lightfoot, County of San Diego

- *A Journey Through Breast Cancer*, Timothy Powell, Iris Caffin, Wayne Beach, *Powell Films*

- *Un Virus Paraliza Al Mundo: El Diario de una Pandemia*, Lizett Curiel Quintero, *XEWT Televisa California*

- *UCSD team travels at a moment’s notice to invasively oxygenate the blood of dying patients*, Alejandro Tamayo, Nelvin Cepeda, Michelle Guerrero, Paul Sisson, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
Documentary


- **An Irish Story: This Is My Home,** Karl Nickoley, Dave Rooney, Dave Browne, *Frequency Pictures*

- **Making Lemonade: Our COVID-19 Story,** Christopher Francis, Nicole Franco, *Rosedale*


- **Historias por contar, 60 años Canal 12,** Miguel Delgado, *XEWT Televisa California*

- **The Showgirl: A Las Vegas Icon,** Heather Caputo, *Vegas PBS*


- **Down to Earth, Reteti Elephants,** Todd Strain, Dagmar Midcap, *NBC 7 San Diego*

Group 7

Historical/Cultural-News

- **Determined San Diego Women Fought For Right To Vote A Century Ago,** Maya Trabulsi, *KPBS*

- **Ghosts of Goodsprings,** Denise Rosch, Scott Kost, *KSNV*

- **World of Bees : The falling empire,** Claudia Estephania Báez, *XEWT Televisa California*

- **History of Carlsbad,** Jim Patton, *KGTV 10 News*
• **El Camino De La Agonía**, Lizett Curiel Quintero, XEWT Televisa California

• **Impotentes ante la destrucción de mural Chicano en Logan Heights**, Claudia Buccio, Univision San Diego KBNT

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Format**

• **Ken Kramer’s About San Diego - Episode # 82**, Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer, KPBS

• **Missing in Mexico**, Alejandro Tamayo, Wendy Fry, John Kelley, Tania Navarro, Michelle Gilchrist, Michelle Guerrero, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**

• **Drafting a Dream**, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review-Journal

• **Hispanos que inspiran: La historia de Ramón**, Alexander Zapata, KINC

• **Hitchhiking for Love**, Priya Sridhar, Mark Leimbach, NBC 7 San Diego

• **The Life-Saving Fan (Brockinton)**, Tom Catlin, Mike Pomeranz, Fox Sports San Diego

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**

• **Becoming American**, Feven Kay, Gai Phanalasy, FOX 5 Las Vegas

• **La Esperanza Tiene Ruedas**, Samantha Díaz Roberts, Adriel Henríquez, KBLR

• **A Father’s Legacy**, Sergio A. Rodriguez, Ray Arzate, Rich Scallan, Cassandra Jones, FOX 5 Las Vegas

• **Calvario en los polancos**, Cristian Gómez, Univision Palm Springs

• **Letters To My Younger Self**, Jeremy Berg, Monica Dean, Tom Jones, NBC 7 San Diego
Group 8

Politics/Government - News

- *My voice matters: The election through the eyes of first-time voters*, Abigail Alford, *CBS News 8*

- *Asking the right questions*, Jonathan Horn, *KGTV 10 News*

- *The Mailbox is the Ballot Box*, Eytan Wallace, Jason Kotowski, Perla Shaheen, *KGET - TV 17*

- *Testing the USPS in Nevada ahead of the 2020 General Election*, Max Darrow, Scott Kost, Kenny Ramis, Marketia Bady, Robert Noble, Ken Takahashi, *KSNV*

- *Covering the Nevada Caucus: A push for transparency*, Vanessa Murphy, Ian Russell, Bill Roe, *KLAS-TV*

- *America Divided*, Alicia Pattillo, *KTNV*

Military - News

- *Miracle on the Midway*, Marcella Lee, Jon Stinebaugh, *CBS News 8*

- *Veteran's Voice: the Las Vegas military community*, Leah Pezzetti, *KTNV*

Military - Short or Long Format

- *Veterans Voices*, Douglas Downing, Maria Murcia, Kathleen Bade, Sara Warner, *Fox 5 San Diego*

- *World War II Vet Surprise*, Sergio A. Rodriguez, Ray Arzate, Feven Kay, Allison Perry, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*

Technology-News

- *A new kind of breathalyzer to stop DUI's*, Abigail Alford, *CBS News 8*

- *The case of the missing COVID tests*, Allison Royal, *CBS News 8*
Lifestyle - News

- *Con los pies en la Tierra*, Antonio Texeira, Andy Quiñones, KBLR
- *ParaHawking*, Shawn Styles, CBS News 8

Lifestyle - Short or Long Format

- *Freeline Skating Park and Boardwalk*, Jarrod Valliere, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- *Staycation*, Robert Parks-Valletta, Making It Media & CBS News 8

Group 9

Interview Discussion

- *San Diego Mayoral Debate Special*, Danny Freeman, Conor Lawrence Volk, Min Joo Irene Byon, Priya Sridhar, Catherine Garcia, Ish Estrada, Ruston Grau, Garrett Ng, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *DEA Agent Exposes Huge CIA Cover Up*, Pete Carrillo, Suzanne Bartole, *Journey To Justice Television*
- *Machete Mayhem at Whitefence*, Suzanne Bartole, Pete Carrillo, *Journey to Justice Television*

Informational/Instructional

- *Rise and Fall of the Mountains*, Paul Alexander Juutilainen, Jennifer Morrissey, *De Facto Fiction Films, Inc*
- *Vegas PBS STEAM Camp*, Jeremy Helal, Jessica Russell, *VegasPBS*

Magazine Program

- *United Plates Of America*, Benjamin Freidin, Gary Takle, Dennis Alberti, Evan Smith, Jonathan Takle, *Abode Entertainment*
• **Lifestyles San Diego**, Paul Baker, *Ignite Now Media*

• **Global Passport: Finland**, Christina Cindrich, *AWE TV*

• **United Plates Of America**, Benjamin Freidin, Gary Takle, Dennis Alberti, Evan Smith, Jonathan Takle, *Abode Entertainment*

• **Vicarious Escapes - Mt Mulligan**, Amber Wyatt, Andrew Reid, Justin Heitman, *Edge And Elegance Entertainment*

• **Vicarious Escapes - Gold Coast**, Amber Wyatt, Andrew Reid, Justin Heitman, *Edge And Elegance Entertainment*

**Public Affairs Program**

• **Politically Speaking - The 2020 Presidential Election**, Danny Freeman, Mark Leimbach, NBC 7 San Diego

• **Politically Speaking - The California Primary**, Danny Freeman, MaryEllen Eagelston, NBC 7 San Diego

• **Historias Sin Techo**, Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Imariel Moreno Arellano, Cinthia Maldonado, Alejandro Condis, Paulo Alvarado, Eric Jiménez, Andy Quiñones, Adriel Henríquez, Joel Romo, Silvestre Ortiz, KBLR

• **Historias e Información Positiva Durante la Panemia Global**, Emilia Bazán, Julio Abarca, Ascend Media

• **#Vegas Strong: Connecting During COVID-19**, Kathy Topp, Mitch Truswell, Adam McCarthy, VegasPBS

**Special Events Coverage**

• **Hope, Humor & the Healing Power of Music**, Ruby Chen, Kathleen Bade, Rafael Morales, Alejandro Guajardo, Jose Diaz, *FOX 5 San Diego*

• **Summerlin Council Presents: Patriotic Parade (Virtual Edition)**, Omar Gomez, Anissa Christal, Michael Tushaus, Traci Giese, Lezlie Barnson-DeNardin, Troy Gallo, Mercedes Martinez, Brian Loftus, Sherry Swensk, JC Fernandez, *E11even Media*
- **Emmy Awards 2020 Program**, MaryEllen Eagelston, Donn Johnson, Maria Villanueva, Kristen Castillo, Michael Towe, DJ Summitt, NATAS-PSW

**Group 10**

**Sports Story - News**

- **The Show at Home**, Darnay Tripp, NBC 7 San Diego
- **De La Calle Al Ring**, Manuel Rivera, Adriel Henríquez, Joel Romo, Andy Quiñones, KBLR
- **He Wanted to Make People Better**, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
- **Joshua Golden Climbs**, Jake Garegnani, CBS News 8
- **Heavy Fists & Humble Beginnings**, Vincent Sapienza, Leilani Roundtree, Eric Green, FOX 5 Las Vegas

**Sports Story - News Feature**

- **Chris Paddack - True Grind**, Jacob Santos, Erik Meyer, Randy Wesley, Nicky Patriarca, Matt Thomas, Fox Sports San Diego
- **Haley Moore-What Drives a Champion**, Kyle Kraska, CBS News 8
- **El Último Raider (The Last Raider)**, Manuel Rivera, Silvestre Ortiz, José Antonio Álvarez, KBLR
- **The Show Grandmas**, Jesse Kurtz, Mountain West Network
- **Turning Tragedy Into Triumph**, Kari Osep, 23ABC

**Sports - Program**

- **Club Frontera - Ep. 1 The City with No Team**, Chris Cashman, NorthSide Pictures
- **Spotlight - The Manny Machado Story**, Erik Meyer, Kevin Dodge, Matthew Thomas, Nicky Patriarca, Randy Wesley, Donald Orsillo, Jacob Santos, Tom Catlin, San Diego Padres
• **Padres Season Recap - Episode 3**, Tom Catlin, Anthony Gwynn Jr, Andrew Hartley, *Fox Sports San Diego*

• **Padres POV Episode 2**, Sonni Simmons, Nicolette Balch, Alexandra Duffey Noonan, Nicky Patriarca, Tom Catlin, *Fox Sports San Diego*

**Live Sporting Event/Game-Single Game**

• **Padres Opening Day**, Jason Lewis, Zachary Jensen, Mark Grant, Donald Orsillo, *Fox Sports San Diego*

• **A Night Of Heroes**, Tavis Strand, David Dubiner, Joel Myers, Sam Kilman, Susan Strand, Michael Schanno, Dave Goucher, Shane Hnidy, Stormy Buonantony, *ATT Sports Net*

• **The Battle for So-Cal Supremacy**, Jason Lewis, Zachary Jensen, Mark Grant, Donald Orsillo, *Fox Sports San Diego*

**Talent - Anchor-Sports**

• **Kyle Kraska - Sports Anchor**, Kyle Kraska, *CBS News 8*

**Talent - Reporter - Sports**

• **Darnay Tripp - Sports Reporter**, Darnay Tripp, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **The Sapienza**, Vincent Sapienza, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*

**Group 11**

**Writer - News**

• **Kyla Galer Composite**, Kyla Galer, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*

• **The Butterfly Boy**, Claudia Estephania Báez, *XEWT Televisa California*

• **Letters to HOPE**, Tiana Bohner, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*
Writer - Long Form Content

- **The Showgirl: A Las Vegas Icon**, Heather Caputo, Vegas PBS
- **STOLEN: A Year-Long Investigation Into Child Sex Trafficking and Exploitation**, Monica Dean, Tom Jones, NBC 7 San Diego

Talent - Program Host/ Moderator/Correspondent

- **Palm Springs Today-Joe Smith Conversations**, Joe Smith, KMIR
- **Back When the Coronavirus was in the B Block**, Latoya Silmon, KSNV
- **Journey To Justice Host**, Pete Carrillo, Journey To Justice Television
- **One goal: deliver a powerful message that makes viewers understand the importance of staying home**, Claudia Estephania Báez, XEWT Televisa California
- **Contando Historias**, Leticia Castro, KBLR
- **Christina Cindrich Program Host**, Christina Cindrich, AWE TV

Talent - Performer/Narrator

- **Festival Of Gai Jatra**, Dani Jae, Creative Heights Entertainment
- **The Flourish**, Mark Christopher Lawrence, Taylor Way Productions
- **The Flourish**, Faithe Herman, Taylor Way Productions
- **CrimeSonics | San Luis Obispo | PSA [Voice-Over]**, Christopher Walker, CrimeSonics
- **Pollo Aceves Campaa Vamos por 100 para REACH**, Luis Francisco Aceves Zaragoza, Independent Producer
Group 12

Director - Newscast

- *Evelyn Pardo APC Operator Composite*, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat, *KBLR*
- *11PM KBLR Live Newscast 11.16.2020*, Jorge Ramírez, *KBLR*
- *Valley Fire Continuing Coverage*, Kristin Valdivia, *Telemundo 20*

Director - Live or Recorded Live

- *Directing Duties: Christopher Maue Composite*, Christopher Maue, *KPBS*
- *EE - Election Special*, Donn Johnson, *KPBS*

Director - Short Form Content

- *National University “Home”*, Joseph Seaman, *National University*
- *CrimeSonics | San Luis Obispo | PSA [Director]*, Dan Brown Jr, *CrimeSonics*
- *CoronaVegas*, Michael Tushaus, *Digisphere Productions*
- *Vegas Changes Everything*, Karl Nickoley, *Frequency Pictures*

Director - Long Form Content

- *Rise and Fall of the Mountains*, Paul Alexander Juutilainen, *De Facto Fiction Films, Inc*
- *Festival Of Gai Jatra*, Jaswant Dev Shrestha, *Creative Heights Entertainment*
- *Making Lemonade - Directing Composite*, Christopher Francis, *Rosedale*
Director - Technical Director

• On The Air with Sully, Little Tommy, and Russ T Nailz, Jarred Coleman, Loft 100 Studios

Lighting

• A Weekend with Pablo Picasso, Timothy Powell, Powell Films
• Live at the Belly Up, Alexander Somerville, Belly Up Productions

Group 13

Student Programming - Newscast

• Newscene, Nov. 13 Edition, Susana Serrano, Devon Doane, Zach Wilson, Noelle Mortensen, Jesus López, Ben Guadarrama, Joel Garcia, Assad Khalilzadeh, Chris LeFall, San Diego City College
• Palomar Live 3_5_2020, Bella Hauser, Palomar College

Student Programming - Long Form

• American Boyfriend, Ilana Rahaman, Hannah Cleveland, College of Southern Nevada
• Death By Professor, Mercedes Virgil, College of Southern Nevada
• Watch the Birdie, Krishna Menon, UNLV

Student Programming - Short Form

• Never Alone, Rangie Calderon, College of Southern Nevada
• La Danza De Pasion, Sky Castle, Fabiana Chavez, UNLV
• Game time, Rangie Calderon, College of Southern Nevada
Student Programming - Sports Program


Student Programming - Public Service (PSAs)

- **Opera Las Vegas**, Marquise Hebbler, *UNLV*

Student Craft - Animation/Graphics/Special Effects

- **As It Grows**, Nayely Santos, Erika Santos, *UNLV*

Student Craft - Writing

- **How To Haunt Your Girlfriend 101**, Marquise Hebbler, *UNLV*

Student Craft - Photographer

- **Lance Documentary - Clips**, Gregorio Braga-Pinheiro Pereira, *Palomar College*
- **Resilience**, Dacen Batara, *UNLV*

Student Craft - Editor

- **Resilience**, Dacen Batara, *UNLV*
- **Allure to Darkness**, Deja Walston, *College of Southern Nevada*

Student Craft - Director

- **Allure to Darkness**, Lourdes Viray, *College of Southern Nevada*

Student Craft - Talent

- **Newscene: Demo Reel**, Noelle Mortensen, Noelle Mortensen, *City College*

Student Craft - Video Essay

- **The Day The Lights Went Out**, Ahmad Abu-shamma, *UNLV*
Group 14

Branded Content

- *Remembering Our Organ and Tissue Donors for Día de los Muertos*, Anne State, Lisa Stocks, Lifesharing

- *Sheltering Love*, Jenna Dawsey, Bree Steffen, KOCT/ San Diego Humane Society

- *Vegas Changes Everything*, Karl Nickoley, Michael Tushaus, Dennis Caldwell, Lauren Simons, Aaron Cunningham, James Coleman, Laura Duncan, Grant Schlichtman, Frequency Pictures

- *We Skate For You*, Patrick Ruhlig, Bill Foley, Andrew Abrams, Ayron Sequeira, Jeff Chaves, Katie Schmeichel, Jalen Jones, Vegas Golden Knights

- *Did You Know? - “Silent No More”*, Julie Goodrich, Dane Wygal, Michael Barnes, Mark Maisonneuve, Digital OutPost

Public Service Announcement


- *They Need You*, Jacques Spitzer, Jennifer Huffman, Yasmina Shirazi, Nick Geddis, Lauren Eschborn, Raindrop


- #*VotaConmigo*, Claudia Prado, Ronald Estrada, KABE-CD

- *Telemundo Las Vegas “Protégete” PSA*, Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henríquez, KBLR

- *Don’t Rush to Flush*, Kelly Schwarze, Charisma Manulat, Indie Film Factory, LLC

- *Stay PAW-sitive*, Casey Nakamura, Jennifer Milkowski, CBS News 8
Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)

- **Special Report**, Gustavo Ibarra, Eliana López, Mayra Pérez, Telemundo Palm Springs
- **Better Together, A News 8 Special**, Olivia Pullinger, CBS News 8

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)

- **2020 Inolvidable - 2021 Cuenta Con Nosotros**, Paulina Castro, Antonio Ortoll, Telemundo 20
- **Jason On A TV**, Gene A. Sugano, Hannah Utecht, FOX 5 Las Vegas
- **Leading The Way With Stories That Matter to You**, Collette Garber, KSNV
- **Are You Ready?**, Donna Dube, Kenny McGregor, Casey Nakamura, CBS News 8
- **An Unthinkable Year in Review**, Collette Garber, KSNV
- **You’re on Mute**, Jillian Oppegard, KGT 10 News

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign

- **Telemundo Las Vegas 2020 Holiday Campaign**, Gloria L. Flores, Joel Romo, Adriel Henríquez, KBLR
- **Persevere**, Brian Thole, CBS News 8
- **KTNV: Good Morning Las Vegas Music & Team Campaign**, Jenny Dolph, Larry Watzman, Darko Nikolich, Ramiro Cabrera, Ernesto Morales, KTNV-TV

Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)

- **In Primetime at Allegiant Stadium, It’s Finally Showtime**, Marcus Padilla, Brad Phinney, Connor Young, Las Vegas Raiders
- **Telemundo Las Vegas “Gracias”**, Gloria L. Flores, Joel Romo, Adriel Henriquez, KBLR
• **Introducing The Las Vegas Raiders**, Brad Phinney, Marcus Padilla, Steven Camacho, *Las Vegas Raiders*

**Promotion - Promotional Campaign**

• **Levanta tu Mano y Hazte Contar**, Paulina Castro, Antonio Ortoll, Marcos Esborronda, Andy Larson, Sergio Salinas, *Telemundo 20*

• **Padres Gladiators**, Danielle Norman, Erik Meyer, Thomas Higdon, James Freeman, *Fox Sports San Diego*

• **FOX5: Stay Safe 4 NV**, Ray Arzate, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*

**Promotion - Promotion Trailer**

• **Historias por contar, promocional 60 aniversario**, Miguel Delgado, *XEWT Televísa California*

• **NBC 7 Sex Trafficking Docuseries Trailer**, Kathryn Reid, Tara Jelnicki, Andy Larson, Monica Dean, Tom Jones, Elroy Spatcher, *NBC 7 San Diego*

**Group 15**

**Commercial - Single Spot**

• **Valley Bank of Nevada**, Gene A. Sugano, Levy Lemus, Julie Goe, James York, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*

• **Welcome Back to Wonder**, Andy Larson, Sergio Salinas, Honora De Marzo, Kerrie Briggs, Amber Pfister, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **The New Future - I-10 Toyota**, Isning Gamez, 423 Media

• **Escape to SD Mission Bay Resort**, Andy Larson, Sergio Salinas, Jeff Krapf, Honora De Marzo, Kerrie Briggs, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **Skeletons - HALO Diagnostics**, Isning Gamez, *Isning Gamez*

• **Comfordy Comfort Air**, Isning Gamez, 423 Media
• **Comfort Air Weathercaster**, Isning Gamez, Ascher & Ascher Consulting

• **What’s My Business - Comfort Air**, Isning Gamez, Ascher & Ascher Consulting

• **UCI Health - Journey**, Andre Marcel, PJ Haarsma, Drew Lewis, Redbear Films

• **Lindo Michoacan**, Joel Romo, Adriel Henríquez, KBLR

**Commercial - Campaign**

• **National University “Home” Campaign**, Joseph Seaman, National University

• **Johnny Legends Complaint Manager**, Gene A. Sugano, Levy Lemus, Fox 5 Las Vegas

• **Color Your Soul, From the Ground Up!**, Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate, Jessica Velazquez, Christopher Goss, Storyville RD

• **Create What You Crave**, Jessica Crotts, Jacques Spitzer, Jennifer Huffman, Kris Hanson, Nicole Bushnell, Arūnas Astramskas, Andrew Ruiz, Ryan Hicks, Raindrop

• **Esta En Tus Manos Campaign**, Joel Romo, Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henriquez, KBLR

**Graphic Arts - Motion Graphics**

• **Phenomenal women series**, John Kelley, Michelle Guerrero, The San Diego Union-Tribune

• **American Pathogen**, DJ Summitt, Summitt Filmworks

• **McAfee - Unified Cloud Edge - Broadcast**, Steve Tharp, It Was Tharp

• **Rosángela Payan - Motion Graphics Composite**, Rosángela Payan Arciniega, Entravision Communications

• **STOLEN Graphic Arts Composite**, Jay Yoo, NBC 7 San Diego
Graphic Arts - Art Direction

- *McAfee - Unified Cloud Edge - Broadcast*, Steve Tharp, *It Was Tharp*

- *STOLEN: Show Open*, Jennifer Tran-Anissi, Monica Dean, Tom Jones, *NBC 7 San Diego*

Audio - Live or Post Produced


- *STOLEN: A Year-Long Investigation Into Child Sex Trafficking and Exploitation*, Matthew Lewis, Monica Dean, Tom Jones, Jay Yoo, Elroy Spatcher, Jeremy Berg, *NBC 7 San Diego*
Musical Composition/Arrangement

- **Todo Va A Estar Bien - Telemundo Las Vegas 2020 Holiday Campaign**, Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henríquez, Manuel Rivera, Alejandra Ochoa, KBLR

- **I-10 Toyota Spanish Jingle**, Isning Gamez, 423 Media

- **CrimeSonics | San Luis Obispo | PSA [Composer]**, Dan Brown Jr, CrimeSonics

Group 16

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)

- **The Wall: The risks of climbing 30 feet**, Claudia Estephania Báez, XEWT Televisa California

- **Homicide Hiking Trail - A Closer Look**, Alicia Summers, CBS News 8

Breaking News-Single Report

- **Burning Down La Mesa**, Kenny McGregor, Nicolette Harris, Carlo Cecchetto, CBS News 8

- **Willow Fire Race to Save Homes**, Quinn Konold, Enedina Cisneros, Tracy Qualls, Vanessa Paz, Megan Parry, Krista Summerville, Ashton Smith, Marie Coronel, Luella Mata, Jim Patton, Mario Sevilla, Dennis Hileman, KGTv 10 News

- **Firefighters rescued from collapse**, Paul Anderegg, Mary Mckenzie, Gerald Labrador, KGTv 10News

- **Store Owner Attacks Media**, Michael Saucedo, KUSI-TV

Breaking News-Multiple Reports

- **Unrest in Las Vegas: Night Three**, Danny Chebanenko, Kalyna Astrinos, Jackie Kostek, Matthew Munro, Rudy Garcia, Ross DiMattei, Atrid Mendez, Jason Dinant, Joyce Lupiani, KTNV
• **Reporting Live in the Midst of Tear Gas, Rubber Bullets and Chaos**, Lauren Coronado, NBC 7 San Diego

• **Black Lives Matter Protests**, Kyla Galer, FOX 5 Las Vegas

• **Please Don’t Mix Up the Message**, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego

• **NBC 7 News At 11: Wildfire Triggers Evacuations**, David Yim, Cameran Biltucci, Rayan Graham, Brian Holt, Omari Fleming, NBC 7 San Diego

---

**Group 17**

Talent - Anchor - News

• **Holding Down The Fort**, Eric Kahnert, CBS News 8

• **Glad to be back in Vegas!**, Benjamin Zamora, KBLR

• **Énterate con Lizzet López**, Lizzet López, Telemundo 20

• **2020, a year to remember**, Rigoberto Villalobos, Telemundo 20

• **REED COWAN SURVIVED COVID AND ALL HE GOT WAS A LOUSY T SHIRT**, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, KSNV

• **Where’s My Co-Anchor?**, Kalyna Astrinos, KTNV

• **Anchorman**, Andrew Luria, FOX 5 San Diego

• **The Pandemic, Politics and Protests**, Catherine Garcia, NBC 7 San Diego

---

Talent - Reporter

• **Max Darrow - Reporting in Las Vegas**, Max Darrow, KSNV

• **REED COWAN: WE MAKE IT WORK. EVERY. DAMNED. TIME.**, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, KSNV

• **I’ll Take a Stick Mic to Your Stay-at-Home Order**, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
• **Let Them Tell the Story**, Joe Little, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **STOLEN: A Year-Long Investigation Into Child Sex Trafficking and Exploitation**, Monica Dean, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **Más tiempo contigo**, Alexander Zapata, *KINC*

**Talent - Reporter - Live**

• **Election Coverage: Live bilingual interview with the Mayor of San Diego**, Claudia Buccio, *KBNT*

• **A front row seat witnessing history**, Leah Pezzetti, *KGTB 10 News*

• **Reporting live from my dejero cellphone, Abbie Alford News 8**, Abigail Alford, *CBS News 8*

• **Informar no es delito**, Alexander Zapata, *KINC*

**Talent - Anchor - Weather**

• **What’s a weatherperson in Las Vegas to do?**, Kevin Janison, *KSNV-TV*

• **Sam Argier Weather Composite**, Sam Argier, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*

• **Living my Dream as a Meteorologist**, Jenniffer Guerra Sánchez, *KBLR*

**Group 18**

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**

• **SoCal Botox doctor charged in COVID-19 fraud scheme**, Jennifer Kastner, *KGTB 10 News*

• **STOLEN: A Year-Long Investigation Into Child Sex Trafficking and Exploitation**, Monica Dean, Tom Jones, Jay Yoo, Elroy Spatcher, Andrew Johnson, Paul Krueger, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **Lost in the Fire**, Kyla Galer, Leilani Roundtree, Gabriel Stutzky, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*
• **Starved To Death: the Stephen Burrell Story**, John Treanor, Maria Thompson, Kenny Ramis, Robert Noble, *KSNV*

• **Santa Fe, laberinto sin salida**, Grecia Contreras, Alberto Gómez, *XETW Televisa California*

• **Get Out of Jail Free**, Darcy Spears, *KTNV-TV*

• **Returned: A multi-part series that takes a deep dive into the U.S. asylum system**, Alejandro Tamayo, Nelvin Cepeda, Kate Morrissey, Michelle Guerrero, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*

**Journalistic Enterprise**

• **Darcy Spears Composite**, Darcy Spears, *KTNV-TV*

• **History is Happening Now**, Joe Little, *NBC 7 San Diego*

**Group 19**

**Video Journalist - Single Shift**

• **MMJ Hug Life**, Joe Little, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **All Guts**, Joe Little, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **Eric Jiménez 2020**, Eric Jiménez, *KBLR*

• **Mural of hope**, Leah Pezzetti, *KGTV 10 News*

**Photographer- News**

• **Behind The Scenes With San Diego’s Arson Investigators**, Michael G. Mora, *KGTV 10 News*

• **Pandemic Photojournalism**, Joe Little, *NBC 7 San Diego*

• **Fe fuera del closet**, Marco González, *Univision Palm Springs*

• **David Pickering 2020 Composite**, David Pickering, *KGTV 10 News*

• **Bountham • Bouala • TouTou**, Gai Phanalasy, *FOX 5 Las Vegas*
Photographer - Short Form Content

- San Diego Padres 2020 Game Day Open, Kevin Dodge, San Diego Padres
- Vegas Changes Everything, Michael Tushaus, Frequency Pictures

Photographer - Long Form Content

- Festival Of Gai Jatra, Bikram Shrestha, Creative Heights Entertainment
- Global Passport: Finland, Anthony Dimaria, AWE TV

Photographer - Spot Announcement

- Levanta tu Mano y Hazte Contar, Marcos Esborronda, Andy Larson, Telemundo 20
- CrimeSonics | San Luis Obispo | PSA [Photographer], Dan Brown Jr, Daniel Brown, CrimeSonics
- Fly Soul Shoes: From The Ground Up, Ray Arzate, Storyville RD

Video Essay

- Remembering Our Organ and Tissue Donors for Día de los Muertos 2020, Anne State, Lifesharing
- I only go where I can not light things on fire., Adam Hillberry, KGT 10 News

Group 20

Overall Excellence

- Longing For A Year of Precedence In An Unprecedented Year, Larry Strumwasser, KSNV
- ABC 10News - Stories That Matter, Leon Clark, KGTV
- FOX5 2020, Michael Korr, FOX 5 Las Vegas
Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets

- **5 p.m. News - Paso Robles shooting suspect killed after manhunt**, Ashton McIntyre, Labri Ferreira, Megan Healy, *KSBY*

- *The President’s Visit: 17 News at Five*, Raphael Stroud, *KGET - TV 17*

- *Coronavirus: Questions Answered*, Peter Daut, *KESQ*

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets

- *NBC 7 News At 11: Pandemic Restriction Ruling*, David Yim, Catherine Garcia, Rayan Graham, William Feather, Mark Mehlinger, *NBC 7 San Diego*

- *Record de muertes por Covid*, Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Cinthia Maldonado, Alejandro Condis, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno, *KBLR*

- *Las Vegas Loses a Legend*, Alex Wiles, Emily Antuna, Rudy Garcia, Nancy Gonzales, Daniel Koop, Trenae Williams, Tricia Kean, *KTNV*

- *Debate Dust Settles*, Evan Baron, Shiree Woody, Marie Mortera, Latoya Silmon, Kevin Janison, Jeff Gillan, Amber Dixon, Gabby Hart, Tiffany Lane, Gerard Ramalho, Scott Kost, Ken Takahashi, Jairo Aguilar, James Johnson III, *KSNV*

- *They Came, They Saw, They Argued*, Stephanie Wheatley, Marie Mortera, Jeff Gillan, Gerard Ramalho, Norberto Arroyo, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Justin Michel, Kevin Janison, Tiffany Lane, Jairo Aguilar, Edward Greene, Maria Thompson, Shiree Woody, Latoya Silmon, Lauren Clark, Scott Kost, Jim Snyder, Kenny Ramis, Wade Parsons, James Johnson III, *KSNV*
2020-2021 Emmy Award Crew

President: Kristen Castillo
Executive Producer/Awards Chair: MaryEllen Eagelston
Producer: Maria Elena Villanueva
Show Director: Donn Johnson
Social Media Updates: Shanna Schwarze

Chapter Administrator: Ena Newell
Administrative Assistance: Lizeth Ruhl

Graphics: DJ Summitt

Recipient & Nomination Reels: Luis Cruz, Jodi Kodesh, Bob Shroder, Michael Towe

Venue Hosts: Ray Arzate, Kristen Castillo, MaryEllen Eagelston, Ruth Furman, Donn Johnson, Tim Kiley, Christine Maddela, Miles Muzio, Ena Newell, Amy Newell

Videographers/Photographers: Joseph Domingo, Kent Kay, Roland Lizarondo, Jeff Miller, Gai Phanalasy, Chris Roesink

Nomination Announcements: Luis Francisco “Pollo” Aceves, Kristen Castillo, Christian Cazares, Luis Cruz, Alyssa DeVries, Jodi Kodesh, Lizzet López, Francisco “Paco” Ramos Moreno, Darcy Spears

2020-2021 Emmy Award Committee:
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Maria Villanueva, Producer
Donn Johnson, Director
Luis Francisco Aceves, Ray Arzate, Kristen Castillo, Paulina Castro, Leon Clark, Ruth Furman, Tim Kiley, Lizzet López, Christine Maddela, Ena Newell, Jesus Oba, Melvin Parker, Michael Parme, Jeff Platt, Mike Saucedo, Elsa Sevilla, DJ Summitt, Maya Trabulsli, Mike Towe, Toni Towe
Emmy Award Presenters:
Kathleen Bade
Dennis Caldwell
Angela Chen
Alyssa DeVries
Patrick Evans
Omari Fleming
Megan Healy
Kelly Hessedal
Jill Lawrence
Tom Lawrence
Marcella Lee
Lizzet López
Alyson Lozoff
Ambar Martinez
Yanula Ramirez
Francisco Ramos Moreno
Joel Romo
Wally Schlotter
Anne State
Roqui Theus
Maya Trabulsi
Kristin Valdivia
Louis Weiner
2020-2021 Board of Governors

President, Kristen Castillo, Kristen Castillo Media
Vice President, DJ Summitt, Summitt FilmWorks
Secretary & Legal Chair, Michael Parme, Haight Brown & Bonesteel LLP
Treasurer, Jesus Oba, Torakichi Jesús Oba, EA, CPA
National Trustees, Donn Johnson, KPBS-TV & MaryEllen Eagelston, NBC 7
Alternate Trustee, Ray Arzate, Storyville RD
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Luis Francisco Aceves, Independent Producer, TV/Radio Host, and certified talent coach
Paulina Castro, NBC 7
Leon Clark, KGTV-10News
Tim Kiley, KESQ Newschannel 3
Christine Maddela, Storyville RD
Melvin Parker, The Block TV
Jeff Platt, KBAK-TV
Michael Saucedo, KUSI
Elsa Sevilla, Sevilla Productions
Toni Towe, M2 Video Productions
Michael Towe, M2 Video Productions
Maya Trabulsi, KPBS
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